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we are believing in reviving the technology and making minimum electronics waste, as our field is
computers and laptops we are here trying to provide as much stuff as possible for free to make our

contribution. at this platform you can download confirmed and tested bios files, schematics and
other relative material to make it possible to repair. the next on the list is ad-aware. similar to most
antivirus software, this free app is equipped with a malware detection feature. as a result, you can
rest assured that your pc is safe from malicious threats. additionally, the app also has an option to
scan for potentially unwanted program so you can remove them easily. electric cad provides a free
online circuit diagram maker and a feature-rich circuit diagram editor. this software is designed to

help you quickly create circuit diagrams for various electronics such as mobile phones, car, and
many more. in addition, you can also export the circuit diagrams into different formats such as svg,
png, gif, and pdf. similarly, the program comes with a number of templates for you to choose from.
the next on the list is fotograf. this is a well-established online circuit diagram software that allows

you to create circuit diagrams for electronic devices of all kinds such as televisions, radios, and many
more. the best part is you are free to edit the output files as you wish. aside from circuit diagram
maker, the program also has a built-in circuit simulator. furthermore, the program also offers a

circuit search feature that allows you to find a particular component such as resistors, capacitors,
inductors, and many more.
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i would like to thank the author for
offering the pro circuitmaker 2015 for
free. the package includes complete
circuit diagram editor circuitlab. i will

install the program and then start to try
the applications. if you have any

question, please do not hesitate to
contact me. circuitlab provides online, in-
browser tools for schematic capture and

circuit simulation. these tools allow
students, hobbyists, and professional

engineers to design and analyze analog
and digital systems before ever building
a prototype. online schematic capture
lets hobbyists easily share and discuss

their designs, while online circuit
simulation allows for quick design

iteration and accelerated learning about
electronics. the latest version of
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circuitlab 2016 is available to download
for free. you can also download the

previous version of circuitlab 2015 or
the older version of circuitlab 2015.
other free circuit design software

includes circuitmaker, altium designer,
and eagle. if youd like to learn about
circuit design software, check out our

online circuit design database. youll find
a large collection of tools at your

fingertips. if you want to view the level
of audio output, the program cannot be

any simpler. while its not the most
customizable solution, volume monitor

is simple, easy to use, accurate and
completely free. native windows

application the app doesnt need to be
set up manually, unlike other similar

utilities. all you need to do is unpack the
archive and start the launched

application. its not very resource
intensive, so its not something
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